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Abstract 

Materials refinements have improved bipolar Li-AI/FeS, 
batteries for power-demand applications. Current technology 
employs a two-phase Li-alloy negative electrode, LiCI-rich LiCI- 
LiBr-KBr molten salt electrolyte, and an upper-plateau (U.P.) FeS, 
positive electrode for a battery that is operated at 440°C. These 
components are assembled in a sealed bipolar battery 
configuration. Use of the two-phase Li-alloy (a + p Li-AI and 
Li,AI,Fe,) negative electrode provides in situ overcharge 
tolerance that renders the bipolar design viable. Employing LiCI- 
rich LiCI-LiBr-KBr electrolyte in "electrolyte-starved" cells 
achieves low-burdened cells, which possess low areajspecific 
impedance, with MgO powder separator. Combining dense U.P. 
FeS, electrodes with a CuFeS, additive and a Lil-hodified 
electrolyte produces a stable and reversible couple, with high 
power capabilities. Long cycle life is dependent on peripheral 
seals for each cell in the bipolar stack. Seal composition is based 
on a family of stable sulfide ceramic/sealant materials that 
produce high-strength bonds between a variety of metals and 
ceramics. Using these seals, bipolar Li-AVFeS, cells and four-cell 
stacks are being built and tested (25 Ah, 13-cm-diameter). 
Adding 5 mol% Lil to the LiCI-LiBr-KBr electrolyte has increased 
specific energy by 50% under a 140 W/kg, constant power C/1 
rate and also under a 544 W/kg power pulse (84) schedule. The 
cell capacity under the high-power -pulse demand approximates 
the C/3 rate discharge capacity. Cell specific energy is 
155 Wh/kg at the C/3 rate. 

Introduction 

Recent developments in materials and electrochemical 
mechanisms for molten-salt batteries have significantly advanced 
Li/FeS, battery performance. Stable electrochemistry and 
rnetal/ceramic seal technology [ l ]  have promoted a sealed bipolar 
battery design (Fig. 1). The bipolar battery comprises series- 
connected cells that depends upon a lack of open circuit failures 
for stable operation. Additionally, overcharge tolerance of cells by 
a lithium-shuttle mechanism [2,3,4] has promoted development of 
high voltage battery operation in which cell charge equalization 
can be accomplished by trickle-charging the entire battery. 

A key to the successful development of lithiundsulfide 
bipolar batteries is the metakeramic bonded peripheral seal for 
each cell [5, 61. The development of corrosion-resistant sulfide 
sealants [6] at ANL led to metaVceramic bonds that are an order 
of magnitude stronger than those obtainable with commercially- 
available sealants for service over 300°C. This peripheral seal 
lengthens the battery life by eliminating electrolyte leakage from 
and between cells of the bipolar stack [7]. Two major advantages 

of the bipolar design over other design configurations are higher 
performance and lower material costs. Higher performance results 
from (1) reducing the internal impedance, thereby increasing 
specific power, and (2) reducing the weight and volume of non- 
active materials, thereby increasing specific energy. 

Fig. 1. Exploded view of 4-cel1, sealed bipolar LilFeS, 
battery stack. 

Bipolar lithiurdsulfide batteries utilize a lithium-alloy negative 
electrode, a molten salt electrolyte in a MgO powder separator, 
and an FeS, positive electrode. Unlike earlier cells that used the 
LiCI-KCI eutectic (m.p. 356°C) electrolyte and discharged the 
FeS, to Li,S and Fe, these cells use the LiCI-LiBr-KBr electrolyte 
(m.p. -320°C) and the FeS, electrode is discharged only to 
Li,FeS,. These cells are referred to as U.P. Li-AI/FeS, cells, 
since they use only the upper voltage plateau of the FeS, half-cell 
couple: FeS,+ 2Li' + 2e- - Li,FeS, at 1.76 V. 

ImDrOVed Cell Performance 

Tests with full-sized bipolar cells (1 22 cm2 separator, 
0.7-cm-thick cell) were conducted at 440°C to evaluate 
performance improvement related to electrolyte modifications. 
The electrolyte additives showed a progressive improvement in 
achieved specific energy. Three cells were operated with the 
same FeS, -1 5 mol% COS, positive electrode of 40 Ah theoretical 
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capacity but with a different electrolyte (Fig. 2). The addition of I 

5 mol%-LiI to the cell increased FeS, capacity utilization by 14% 
to 78.6% of theoretical capacity. The further addition of 4 wt% LiF 
dispersion provided a cumulative 23Y0 increased utilization tc 
85% of theoretical capacity. 
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Fig. 2. Improved cell capacity as a result of LiCI-LiBr- 
KBr electrolyte modification. 

The combination of electrolyte modification and active 
material refinements has produced outstanding high rate 
performance, The typical 25-Ah bipolar cell weighs 0.275 kg 
(including the hardware required to assemble a sealed bipolar 
stack). The Puekert test reveals stable capacity as discharge 
current density is increased. The discharge profiles under 7.5. 
10, and 17A constant current discharge rates (122-cm2 separator 
area) are given in Fig. 3. The bipolar cell includes a 28 Ah FeS, 
-15 mol% CuFeS, positive electrode and LiCI-LiBr-KBr with 
5 mol% Lil electrolyte. Note that with IR-free voltage cutoff, cell 
capacity is virtually unchanged. Cell impedance at 80% DOD is 
0.8 ohm cm. Capacity decreased by less than 1% from the C/3 
to the C/1 discharge rate, while the energy decreased by 7% due 
to IR drop. The C/3 rate (8.5 A discharge rate, 75 mA/cm) 
provides 42.5 Wh, while the C/1 (200 mAfcm) rate provides 
39.5 Wh. A Ragone plot (Fig. 4) for cell performance shows a 
specific energy of 137 Wh/kg for a constant power discharge of 
140 W/kg. The cell was tested under constant power discharge 
rates of 13, 27, and 40 W to a 1.2 volt cutoff. 
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Fig. 4. Ragone plot from constant power discharge of 
LVFeS,-CuFeS, cell with Lil modified electrolyte. 

A specific requirement of batteries for electric vehicle 
propulsion is a duty-cycle of repetitive high power discharge 
pulses at 150 W/cell (or 1.2 Alcm2) with high current, 
(regenerative braking) charge pulses at 75 W/cell (or 0.3 A/cm2), 
as seen in Fig. 5. Under driving-profile testing (DST), a power-to- 
energy ratio of 4.8 to 1 is attained at the cell level, with a specific 
power of 544 W/kg (8-s pulse) and a specific energy of 
114 Wh/kg. These values are achieved with routine regenerative 
pulses as great as 270 W/kg (8-s pulse). 
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Fig. 5. Driving profile voltage and current for improved 
LilFeS, cell, 0.275 kg. 

An innovative cell testing method revealed the extent of 
performance improvements due to the Lil electrolyte addition. A 
series of electric-vehicle driving-profile (DST) tests were 
conducted with increased pulse power demand of 70, 100, 125, 
150 and 175 Wkell. This assessment method for tradeoffs in 
pulse power demand and delivered specific energy is valuable for 
directing the course of battety design. As in Fig.6. two LiAVFeS,- 
CuFeS, cells, one with 5 mol% Lit and the other without Lil 
modification were tested in this manner to generate a Ragone- 
type plot. As shown , the electrolyte modification provided a near 
50% increased power performance at test profiles that achieved 



similar net specific energy. For example, at 140 WNkg, the' 
modified-electrolyte cell supported 600 W/kg power pulses 
(8-s duration), in comparison to only 400 W/kg for the standard- 
electrolyte cell. It can also be seen that for a given pulse power 
demand (544 W/kg) due to the electrolyte modification with Lil 
additive, cell specific energy is increased by over 50°A 
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Fig. 6. The Lil modified electrolyte increases power 
capability for simulated driving profile tests 
(DST Ragone type plot). 

Improved Batterv Performance 

Improved battery performance is the result of improved cell 
to cell capacity stability, and effective recharge of a bipolar 
battery. Improved peripheral seals and enhanced overcharge 
tolerance promotes battery charge/equalization and long stable 
cycle life. Bipolar cells with high-surface-area powder separators 
(MgO, AIN, AI,O, powders) and metakerarnic peripheral seals 
have demonstrated life times over 250 cycles. The typical 
peripheral seal consists of two molybdenum rings bonded 
together with sulfide ceramics. An alternative seal design, Fig. 7, 
which uses only one piece of molybdenum per cell, is also 
showing long-term stability. In this steel ringlmolybdenum 
cup/steel ring seal arrangement, the stack is assembled by a 
simple steel intercell peripheral weld. The unique properties of 
the sulfide ceramics [8] and sealants enable formulation of stress 
absorbing metal/ceramic seals. Large-diameter components 
possessing different coefficients of thermal expansion (e.g., 
molybdenurdsteel) are bonded together using a single- 
composition ceramic ring. The seal is formed in a single thermal 
processing performed at 11 OO'C. The seals undergo leak testing 
and other quality checks before cell assembly stack. Subsequent 
thermal cycling between 25 and 400°C with metakeramic 
interfaces have remained flaw-free. 
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Fig. 7. Advanced bipolar seal (steel ringlMo cup) for 
Li/FeS, battery with components inserted. 

Battery reliability is improved through a combination of 
overcharge tolerance for each cell and the ability to 

charge/equalize battery cells in the bipolar stack by trickle 
charging at a higher rate than in earlier test batteries. The 
modified electrolyte composition having 5 mol% Lit provides a 
50-1 00% enhanced overcharge tolerance rate. A "lithium shuttle" 
mechanism (LSM) provides lithiurdsulfide cells with an 
overcharge tolerance capability [2,3,4] by forming a second 
lithium alloy phase in the negative electrode as the cell reaches 
the overcharged state. This second phase possesses a higher 
lithium activity than the standard a + p Li-AI alloy, thereby 
significantly increasing the concentration of lithium metal 
dissolved in the electrolyte. Dissolved lithium is free to diffuse 
across the electrolyte/separator and react chemically at the 
positive electrode in a self-charge reaction. The higher dissolved 
lithium concentration produces a higher self-discharge rate and 
allows the cell to electrochemically charge at a rate equivalent to 
.the self-discharge rate without causing any net change in the 
state-of-charge of the cell. 

Earlier work showed that adding LiF would diminish the LSM 
rate. Nonetheless, the LSM rate with both additives, LiF and Lil, 
was determined to be 5 mNcm at 440°C. Comparing two 
consecutive cycles, one charge to a voltage cutoff and the other 
followed by a 1 .O A trickle charge, a 2.5 Ah overcharge capacity 
over a 4-h period is equivalent to a 5 mA/cm2 trickle charge 
tolerance rate. An underlying self discharge rate of 0.3 mA/cm is 
taken into account. Figure 8 presents trickle charges at 0.4 to 
0.8 A rates, to again indicate 0.6 A(or 5 mA/cm2) to be the LSM 
rate for the cell. This rate closely approximates the LSM rates of 
the Lil additive alone. The LSM has been developed specifically 
for bipolar battery operation, to enable the cell capacities to 
equalize in a bipolar stack without hard-wired equalization 
equipment. As seen in Fig. 9, a strong cell can tolerate the trickle 
charge without destructive overcharging while a weaker cell would 
gain in discharge capacity [2]. During two trickle charge periods 
shown (125 to 127 h and 135.5 to 137.5 h) the voltage of the 
weaker cell (02) increases in voltage and subsequent discharge 
capacity, while the remaining three cells safely tolerate a 0.6-A 
trickle charge period of 2 h. The weak cell 02 picks up charge; 
the trickle charge rate exceeds its self-discharge rate. While the 
other cells, closer to full-charge state, have their LSM rate at 
5 mA/cm2 to equal the trickle-charge rate. With an increased rate 
of the trickle-charge tolerance at the battery level, greater cell-to- 
cell deviations are tolerated, and thus battery cycle life and 
performance are improved. 

Fig. 8. Rate of overcharge tolerance determined at 0.5 
mA/cm2 under varied trickle charge rates. 
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Fig, 9. Voltage of 4 cells in a bipolar LiFeS, stack exhibiting 
charge/equalization during trickle charge. 

Summary 

Electrolyte modification and active material refinement have 
increased the power capability of bipolar Li/FeS, batteries by 
50%. As a consequence, specific energy has increased by 50% 
under high power demand, including A00 W/kg pulse power or 
140 W/kg constant power. This high power is available from a 
battery with an outstanding safety record. The strong entropic 
cooling of the LdFeS, electrochemistry eliminates the concern for 
overheating during high power operation. 

Battery durability and cycle life (300 cycles) have been 
improved by a light-weight peripheral seal for each cell in the 
bipolar battery along with an enhanced rate of 
charge/equalization. Greater cell-to-cell deviation can be 
tolerated, thereby extending cycle life. The cycle life of these 
cells has been demonstrated under power-demanding, electric- 
vehicle driving profile tests (DST). As shown in Fig. 10, cycle life 
testing continues as long as 80% of the DST capacity is 
maintained. 
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The bipolar design also provides significant design flexibility. 
The battery power-to-energy ratio can be tailored to a specific 
application by altering cell capacity (e.g., electrode thickness). 
The high rate discharge capability (> 100 mA/cm) significantly 
increases the specific energy for low C rate discharge. That is, 
the discharge current density increases proportionally to the 
increased electrode (cell capacity) thickness for a given C rate. 
The range of applications for the sealed bipolar Li/FeS, battery is 
quite broad and includes pulse power for electric vehicle 
propulsion, high specific power for aerospace systems, and high 
specific energy for power monitoring systems. Advances in 
vacuum/multifoil battery cases suggest applications for smaller, 
portable systems requiring high power and outstanding safety. 
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